
Why did we choose Phonics International?

This scheme has a focus on:

• Knowledge of sounds, taught systematically

• Vocabulary development 

• Handwriting

• Systematic teaching and incidental teaching



Complexities of the English language

The three complexities of the 
alphabetic code:

1. One sound can be represented by one, 
two, three or four letters.

2. One sound can have many spelling 
alternatives.

1. One grapheme (letter or letter group) 
can be code for different sounds.



1. One sound (phoneme) can be represented by one, two, three or four letters:

e.g. /a/ a, /f/ ph, /ch/ tch, /oa/ ough

2. One sound can be represented by multiple spelling alternatives (graphemes):

e.g. /oa/: o, oa, ow, oe, o-e, eau, ough

3. One grapheme (letter or letter group) can represent multiple sounds:

e.g. ‘ough’: /oa/ though, /or/ thought, long /oo/ through, /ou/ 
plough, /u/ thorough



What  is  the  alphabetic  code?

Letters and letter groups are code for the 
individual sounds in our speech.

As you can see our alphabetic code is extremely 
complex, our children have a big task at hand! Our 
alphabet has 26 letters and 44 (ish!) phonemes or 
‘smallest’ sounds. I say 44 ‘ish’ because accents 
and regional variations of pronunciation can slightly 
alter things!

When we teach each new unit of sound we say 
“these letters are the code for the ….sound.” 

We are transparent with the children and explain 
that English is complex!





The alphabetic code is organised into units.
Units 5 and 6 are taught during Year 1.



It is crucial that we pronounce each letter 
sound as a ‘pure’ sound. This means 
pronouncing each letter sound clearly and 
distinctly without adding additional 
sounds to the end e.g. 'fff' not 'fuh, ‘sss’ 
not ‘suh ‘. This is really important to 
support children in accurately blending 
and segmenting. 

Pure sounds…



The Systematic Synthetic Teaching Principles:

Teach: We teach the alphabetic code knowledge by systematically introducing the letter 
sound correspondences. We teach children that the code is reversible.

Spelling and writing:

• We start with sound and encode to print.

Sound 

Reading:

• We start with print and decode to sound.

Print 

Print

Sound



Reading Writing Handwriting



Three Core Skills: Reading

Decoding (reading)

• Scan the printed word from left to right to 
recognise any letters groups.

• Say the sounds for the letters and letter groups 
all through the printed word and blend the 
sounds to hear the word.

• Modify ‘tweak’ the pronunciation of the word to 
sound like the actual spoken word if necessary.



If there is alphabetic code within a book or text 
that the child hasn’t learnt yet we would use 
this phrase and just tell them the sound. 

Three Core Skills: Reading (decoding)

If it is an alternative spelling for a simple 
sound we can refer to the alphabetic code 
chart. Show them the simple sound the track 
across to the code in the book and show 
them letter / letter group and tell them the 
code.



It is important for your child to be accessing books that contain 
mostly letters and letter groups that they know. This will enable 
to practise their reading. We have been re-organising our book 
bands into ‘units’. Your child will bring these home with a 
bookmark that matches the unit of the book they are reading. 
Your child will be reading a unit below the current unit being 
taught. This is to make sure the words are decodable and match 
the sounds that have been taught. The books will not be a perfect 
fit! We recommend keeping a book for a week so that your child 
can build confidence and fluency.



Words which are not easily decodable used to be referred to as ‘tricky’ words or even ‘non-decodable’ words. ALL 
words are decodable, but children may come across some words which contain graphemes that they have not 
been explicitly taught yet. This is essentially what is meant by a ‘tricky’ word. Rather than reading these words 
for children, or simply teaching them to memorise them by sight, we explain the code of these words, for 
example;

“This is the word my, in this word this letter y is code for the sound ‘igh’.

We sound out this word like this-m / igh.”

It is fine to learn these words by sight or memory, but the 
code must still always be explicitly taught. You will find key 
words on your child’s reading bookmark.

High frequency words



Three Core Skills: Writing

2. Encoding (spelling)

• Orally segment (split up) all through the 
spoken word to identify the sounds.

• Write the letter and letter groups as the 
correct code for the identified sounds.



Sound dash routine



Three Core Skills: Handwriting

3. Handwriting





Reading Writing Handwriting



• Daily phonics of up to 1 hour.

• Teaching approximately 2 new letters or letter 
groups each week.

• On day one of learning a new letter or letter group 
children apply the new alphabetic code to reading 
and writing words.

• On day 2 of learning the new letter or letter group 
the children apply it to reading and writing 
captions and sentences.

• During a phonics lesson every child is heard 
reading daily and receives feedback and support 
with their writing.

• Support for children at different levels of alphabetic 
code knowledge is provided through the different 
activities they complete.

Structure of phonics teaching at Boorley Park 



A Phonics lesson! Teacher modelling card

Individual pupil practise sheets – different 
sheets depending on year groups.



Essential multi-skills activity sheets - Individual practice of the sub-skills 
and core skills for reading, spelling and handwriting

• Learners access core resources differently – at their own stage of 
learning and speed.

• Every learner undertakes his or her own practice.



Teaching the alphabetic code to children 
through teacher modelling cards:

• Teach - Introduce the alphabetic code to be 
learnt ‘this letter group is code for….’

• Model reversible code, reading – print to 
sound, writing – sound to print.





Three Core Skills: Reading, writing and handwriting

Pupil Practise worksheets







The  school’s  bookbag  routine

The Activity Sheets and Cumulative Texts and Say the Sounds Posters are collected in 
a ring binder for the bookbag routine. It is essential that these come to school 
everyday.

Parents can then see some of the phonics work that takes place in school.



Phonics folders…

• Your child’s phonics folder will come home every day and this will contain sheets 
which have been completed in class. These sheets have guides for parents written in 
small writing underneath each section. The children’s phonics folders will also 
contain a ‘say the sounds sheet’ showing you all the letters and letter groups to be 
taught during the unit and an alphabetic code chart.

• It is important that these folders are returned to school every day so that any new 
sheets that are completed can be added. This will ensure you are kept up to date 
with your child’s phonics learning.

• Please practice these sheets at home as this will strengthen the process of revision 
and overlearning and it will support your child’s. This can be used as your child’s 
home reading and be recorded in your child’s reading record.

• Each week your child will bring home a home learning phonics worksheet, usually 
an ‘I can read’ text. This will not have been used in class and is to provide you with 
a fully decodable text for your child to use when practising their reading.



Phonics Top Tips!


